ONONDAGA COUNTY TENTATIVE/UNOFFICIAL CANDIDATES LIST

PRIMARY LIST

September 12, 2017

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

CITY OF SYRACUSE

MAYOR  (Vote for 1)
- DEM JUANITA PEREZ WILLIAMS
- DEM JOE NICOLETTI
- DEM MARTIN D MASTERPOLE

CITY COURT JUDGE  (Vote for 3)
- DEM VANESSA E BOGAN
- DEM FRANK B PELOSI
- DEM JAMES H CECILE
- DEM DERREK T THOMAS

COUNCILOR - 4TH DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
- DEM LATOYA ALLEN
- DEM CHRISTOPHER MONTGOMERY
- DEM MICHAEL GREENE

TOWN OF SALINA

TOWN JUSTICE  (Vote for 1)
- DEM ANDREW N PIRAINO
- DEM ANTHONY C LAVALLE
REPUBLICAN PARTY
COUNTY OF ONONDAGA
  LEGISLATOR-13TH DISTRICT (Vote for 1)
    REP  DEREK T SHEPARD JR
    REP  KENNETH L BUSH JR

TOWN OF ELBRIDGE
  SUPERVISOR (Vote for 1)
    REP  RITA A DYGER
    REP  VERNON J RICHARDSON

TOWN OF SKANEATELES
  SUPERVISOR (Vote for 1)
    REP  JANET L AARON
    REP  JAMES C LANNING
  TOWN COUNCILOR (Vote for 2)
    REP  MARK J TUCKER
    REP  KEVIN E MCCORMACK
    REP  DESSA C BERGEN
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

ONONDAGA COUNTY

LEGISLATOR - 3RD DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
  CON  PETER H NASARENKO
  CON  WRITE IN

LEGISLATOR – 6TH DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
  CON  MICHAEL E PLOCHOCKI
  CON  WRITE IN

LEGISLATOR - 13TH DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
  CON  KENNETH L BUSH JR
  CON  WRITE IN

TOWN OF ELBRIDGE

SUPERVISOR  (Vote for 1)
  CON  RITA A DYGERT
  CON  WRITE IN

TOWN OF GEDDES

TOWN COUNCILOR (To Fill Vacancy)  (Vote for 1)
  CON  WRITE IN

TOWN OF MANLIUS

TOWN JUSTICE  (Vote for 1)
  CON  ROBERT P OLEARY
  CON  TIMOTHY N MCMAHON

TOWN OF VAN BUREN

HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT  (VOTE FOR 1)
  CON  TODD M MCINTYRE
  CON  WRITE IN
INDEPENDENCE PARTY

ONONDAGA COUNTY

   LEGISLATOR - 7TH DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
      IND   WRITE IN
   LEGISLATOR - 8TH DISTRICT  (Vote for 1)
      IND   JAMES P LASPINO
      IND   WRITE IN

CITY OF SYRACUSE

   MAYOR  (Vote for 1)
      IND   LAURA B LAVINE
      IND   WRITE IN

TOWN OF CLAY

   TOWN COUNCILOR  (Vote for 3)
      IND   NAOMI R BRAY
      IND   RYAN A PLESKACH
      IND   BRIAN R HALL
      IND   KEVIN J MEAKER

TOWN OF MANLIUS

   TOWN JUSTICE  (Vote for 1)
      IND   ROBERT P OLEARY
      IND   TIMOTHY N MCMAHON
WOMEN'S EQUALITY

CITY OF SYRACUSE

CITY COURT JUDGE  (Vote for 3)
  WEP  DERREK T THOMAS
  WEP  JAMES H CECILE
  WEP  VANESSA E BOGAN
  WEP  FRANK B PELOSI
REFORM

ONONDAGA COUNTY

SURROGATE COURT JUDGE  (Vote for 1)
  REF  MARY KEIB SMITH
  REF  LORETTA R KILPATRICK

FAMILY COURT JUDGE  (Vote for 1)
  REF  MICHELE PIRRO BAILEY
  REF  LAURIN R HADDAD

CITY OF SYRACUSE

MAYOR (Vote for 1)
  REF  BENJAMIN R WALSH
  REF  WRITE IN

CITY COURT JUDGE  (Vote for 3)
  REF  JAMES H CECILE
  REF  DERREK T THOMAS
  REF  JASON B ZEIGLER
  REF  VANESSA E BOGAN
  REF  FRANK B PELOSI